THE MAGIC IS BACK ON SUNDAYS!
CASSIE HELPS HER STUDENTS GAIN A FRESH PERSPECTIVE WHILE
JOY’S DREAM MAY SHINE A NEW LIGHT ON THE MERRIWICK-DAVENPORT CURSE ON
‘GOOD WITCH’
PREMIERING JUNE 7, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
STUDIO CITY, CA – May 13, 2020 – Cassie’s (Catherine Bell, “Army Wives,” “JAG”) art
history lesson has an impact on one student beyond the classroom on “Good Witch,” while Joy
(Katherine Barrell, “Wynonna Earp”) has a troubling dream that may not be what it seems in
“The Dream,” premiering Sunday, June 7 (9 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel.
Cassie moves her art history class to the local museum where her lesson on perspective
transcends the art world and has an impact on her students beyond the classroom. Sam (James
Denton, “Devious Maids, “Desperate Housewives”) performs surgery on Adam (Scott Cavalheiro,
“Mary Kills People”) and although all goes well, only time will tell if he makes a full recovery. Joy
(Katherine Barrell, “Wynonna Earp”) is upset by her dream about Abigail (Sarah Power, “The
Killjoys”) and Donovan (Marc Bendavid, “Murdoch Mysteries”) but what first appears to be a dark
cloud over their relationship could give way to a silver lining. Mayor Martha (Catherine Disher,
“Abby Hatcher”) is excitedly preparing to host a small delegation from a town in France in hopes
of Middleton being named its sister city. But when her overtures with a French flair fall flat, she
takes George’s (Peter MacNeill, “This Life”) advice and pivots her plans to throw an all-American
party complete with an impromptu musical performance by two of Middleton’s own.
“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films production in association with ITV Studios America.
Darin Goldberg, Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Craig Pryce and Frank Siracusa are executive
producers. Catherine Bell is co-executive producer. Janina Barrett is supervising producer. Colin
Brunton serves as producer. Annie Bradley directed from a script by Vincent Pagano. “Good
Witch” is distributed internationally by ITV Studios.
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